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C-Square Conveyor Module

FLEXIBLE AND MODULAR
Infeed and outfeed components can
be mated up to C-Square modules in
a variety of configurations based on
your specific application, corporate
standards and SOPs. Modular
arrangement allows for quick layout
changes as your operations and
process grow and evolve.

INDEPENDENT CONTROL

FLEXIBLE AND COMPACT MATERIAL HANDLING SOLUTIONS
At JMP our innovative material handling solutions are developed based around a
modular approach through which we combine a series of compact, efficient modules
in order to deliver the most efficient and effective system for your unique process and
footprint. One innovative and effective component to our integrated material handling
solutions is our dual roller segment C-Square 90 degree turn module. The combination
of the independently powered skewed infeed roller section and straight outfeed roller
section allow for a number of 90-degree diversion applications such as mainline merge,
offline parallel spur or compact S-bends within an extremely compact envelope.
C-square also facilitate combination where two modules can accomplish a 180-degree
curve in considerably less space than a standard radius curve arrangement.
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Each independently powered MDR roller
segments is controlled by its own power
card allowing for differential speed settings
between straight and skewed roller zones.
This level of control delivers the ability to
create specified gaps between parcels or to
adapt infeed and outfeed speeds to existing
conveyors in each position.

COMPACT FOOTPRINT
C-square modules turn cases in a
fraction of the space required by
traditional sweeping curves. While the
radius of a typical 90-degree curve
occupies over 16 sqft, a C-square has
a footprint of under 6 sqft. A pair can
accomplish a full 180-degree diversion
in under 60" saving over 20 sqft and
reducing footprint by over 80%.
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